
Program IRP Research Day 03/02/2017 “Cities and newcomers” 

PL 5.2.03A = Pleinlaan 5, Karel van Miert- building, second floor, meeting room A 

 

10h00-10h15  Welcome by Anne Winter. Short introduction by Nick Schuermans. 

10h15-11h30  Session 1: Cities dealing with newcomers (5 presentations) 

Alexander Koppens Between policy and administrative practice. The implementation of the 
Belgian migration policy in nineteenth-century Brussels.  

Torsten Feys You can go your own way: Expellees and expulsion practices in Belgium 
during the long nineteenth century. 

Laurence Van Goethem The Vigilant City. Impostorship and urban registration endeavours in the 
cities of Antwerp, 's-Hertogenbosch and Bruges in 1770-1780 and 1850-
1860. 

Marjolein Schepers Poor migrants or alien labourers? Rural urban relations in migration 
regulation in eighteenth-century Flanders 

René Kreichauf Policies, Approaches and Consequences of the Reception of Refugees in 
European and US American Cities.  

 

11h30-12h00  Discussion on common themes and challenges 

12h00-13h00  Lunch 

13h00-14h15  Session 2: Newcomers in cities (5 presentations) 

Lena Imeraj Changing populations and urban geography. An impression. 

Ruth Wauters The importance of the (arrival) neighbourhood for newcomers periods of 
migration towards the city. 

Vicky Vanruysseveldt Artists or beggars? Adaptive strategies of itinerant entertainers in Brabant 
(1750-1914). 

Chiara Basile Making arrival: becoming newcomers' subjects trough the cityness of 
Brussels. 

Hala El Moussawi Post-arrival geographies of refugees in Belgium: Studying social mobility of 
Syrian and Iraqi refugees through residential trajectories 

 

14h15-14h45  Discussion on common themes and challenges 

14h45-15h00  Coffee 

15h00-15h30  The past of IRP: where have we been?  

Bruno Meeus on urban arrival infrastructures 

 

15h30-16h15  The future of IRP: where do we go? 

Discussion initiated by Nick Schuermans  



Abstracts Session 1 

 
Alexander Koppens: Between policy and administrative practice. The implementation of the 
Belgian migration policy in nineteenth-century Brussels.  
This research investigates how the Belgian migration policy was being implemented in Brussels 
between 1830 and 1890. New foreign migrants were arriving daily in the city, but also leaving 
the city again. How authorities, as well the central as the local, were trying to get a grip on this 
very mobile group is the main focus of the research. 
 
 
Torsten Feys: You can go your own way: Expellees and expulsion practices in Belgium during 
the long nineteenth century. 
One of the suicide bombers at Brussels airport, Ibrahim El Bakraoui, was expelled out of Turkey 
in July 2015. As Belgian authorities failed to react to extradition proposals from the Turkish 
government, Bakraoui was allowed to choose the country of destination for his expulsion. He 
picked the Netherlands and landed in Amsterdam without any questions or obstacles from 
where he returned to Belgium. That someone with a long criminal record was arrested at the 
Turkish-Syrian border, signaled to European authorities and could return to Belgium 
undisturbed has triggered some incomprehension in public and political debates. What no one 
seems to be questioning is that Bakraoui was allowed to hand-pick his country of destination. 
This paper seeks to add a historical perspective to the debates by looking at nineteenth century 
practices of expulsions, extraditions, border controls, national and international communication 
between authorities on aliens, extradites and expellees. 
 
 
Laurence Van Goethem: The Vigilant City. Impostorship and urban registration endeavours in 
the cities of Antwerp, 's-Hertogenbosch and Bruges in 1770-1780 and 1850-1860. 
This project studies the -changing- attitudes and strategies of urban governments towards the 
registration and identification practices of their inhabitants. This also includes the tactics or 
strategies developed by individuals in order to avoid, use or manipulate these emerging 
obligations on the subject of identification in light of their own interests and concerns. For 1770-
1780 and for 1850-1860 criminal case files of the urban courts of Bruges, Antwerp and 's-
Hertogenbosch concerning identity fraud in a broad sense shed light on the legislation, (mis)use 
and practices of urban registration. 
 
  



Marjolein Schepers: Poor migrants or alien labourers? Rural urban relations in migration 
regulation in eighteenth-century Flanders 
This project is concerned with the paradox of community based poor relief and cross-
community mobility. In early modern Europe, the parish was the responsible entity to provide 
assistance to the poor, but mobility and migration complicated this local phenomenon. If 
migrants became poor, where should they turn to? Criteria for migrants' access to poor relief 
varied througout time and space. The distinction between 'own' and 'strange' poor became an 
increasingly stringent issue for local, regional and central governments in France and Flanders. 
Different regulations followed each other swiftly, and local agreements existed alongside 
central legislation. This project focusses on a local regulation, the concordat of Ypres, which was 
signed on June 6, 1750 and lasted until the end of the Ancien Régime. It was a transnational 
agreement between cities and rural districts in the border regions of West Flanders and North 
France. The concordat stipulated that access to relief was located in the birthplace, thereby 
ensuring free movement within its boundaries and abolishing the obligation for migrants to 
present caution sums or warranty letters when they entered a new parish. This agreement 
forms an excellent case study to analyse migrants' access to relief on the continent in detail, as 
well as to analyse the divergence between local interests and national policies, to get deeper 
into rural and urban relations in negotiating migration regulation and ‘belonging’, and to 
contribute a historical perspective to the debates on welfare and mobility. 
 
 
René Kreichauf: Policies, Approaches and Consequences of the Reception of Refugees in 
European and US American Cities.  
Forced migration is a global phenomenon, which is politically regulated on supranational and 
national levels. However, it is the city where the arrival, accommodation and integration of 
refugees take place. Whereas current research explores the failures of nation-states to address 
the needs of refugees and to provide solutions to the challenges of housing and integration, 
there is a lack of studies on how urban policies will be central to refugee resettlement, housing 
challenges and integration practices. This PhD extends the debate towards the city’s abilities to 
handle and integrate refugees in European and US-American migration regimes. To do so, it 
focuses on 1) the relation between state authority and urban autonomy and the development 
of national and local housing and integration policies, 2) the local implementation of housing 
forms and their objectives, 3) built and social urban (infra-)structures as well as 4) the refugees’ 
perception on the consequences of housing and integration practices. Applying a qualitative 
research approach consisting of policy and stakeholder analysis, interviews with experts, local 
authorities and persons affected as well as spatial analyses of refugee infrastructures, the thesis 
plans to clarify the role of the urban in the face of different political systems and national 
approaches towards refugees in arrival cities in Europe and the US. It assumes that metropoles, 
as traditional migrant destinations, develop particular practices – despite national frameworks – 
towards urban asylum systems. 
 
  



Abstracts session 2 

 
Lena Imeraj: Changing populations and urban geography. An impression. 

Given that socioeconomic segregation and social polarisation remain prominent on the 
scientific, as well as the social and political agenda, a better understanding of the underlying 
processes that influence spatial divisions within the urban context is primordial and constitutes 
the aim of this research project. This research focusses on the complex relationship between 
demographic processes (i.e. migration and in-situ population change), social 
mobility/reproduction and spatial segregation, using urban areas in Belgium as case-studies. 
With this, it hopes to further our comprehension and knowledge on how population and social 
dynamics shape urban geographies and have a role in the persistence of socioeconomic (SE) and 
ethnic segregation.  
 
 
Ruth Wauters: The importance of the (arrival) neighbourhood for newcomers periods of 
migration towards the city. 
In this presentation, I would like to present a state-of-the-art of my current research. After a 
quick situation of my research topic in the broader literature (i.e. the role of the neighbourhood 
and mobile practices in place making among newcomers in Brussels; situated within the most 
recent segregation/neighbourhood literature influenced by ‘the new mobilities paradigm’), I 
would like to highlight key decisions, opportunities and challenges of the used methods. 
Thereafter I would like to turn to opportunities and challenges of the already done fieldwork. 
Finally I would like to present some preliminary research results, and discuss further research 
plans. 
 
 
Vicky Vanruysseveldt: Artists or beggars? Adaptive strategies of itinerant entertainers in 
Brabant (1750-1914). 
My dissertation project aims to gain insights into the migration patterns, income strategies and 
cultural repertoires of itinerant entertainers travelling through Brabant during the ‘long 
nineteenth century’ (1750-1914). Making their living with public performances ranging from 
singing, making music, acting and puppetry to acrobatics and bear dancing, they travelled on a 
daily, weekly or monthly basis over short and long distances with their shows. Their high level of 
mobility met with multiple restrictions imposed by the authorities. Authorities tried to control 
and penalize their mobility by arresting and convicting them on charges of vagrancy and 
beggary, as well as through the expulsion of foreign entertainers. I will present to you the 
results of a chapter of my dissertation in which I studied these restrictive measures towards the 
mobility and work of travelling entertainers from a long-term perspective (1750-1914). 
 
  



Chiara Basile: Making arrival: becoming newcomers' subjects trough the cityness of Brussels. 
The research interrogates urban arrival processes in Brussels with the aim of studying how 
newcomers pursue ways to settle in arrival urban contexts in order to carve out their space in 
the city. More generally, it inquires the contingent relational processes of interaction that 
unfold among newcomer subject(s) and urban space(s) to try to understand how they challenge 
the current formulations of membership in the city. 
 

 

Hala El Moussawi: Post-arrival geographies of Syrian and Iraqi refugees in Belgium: local 
refugee regimes, residential trajectories, and social mobility 
In the past two years, cities in Europe have become more salient as spaces of arrival for 
refugees fleeing harsh conditions at home. The arrival of Syrian and Iraqi refugees in Belgium 
has raised considerable questions about their integration in the society. Nonetheless, their lived 
experiences are still largely understudied, as the refugee perspective is largely absent in 
scholarship. Therefore, the aim of my PhD project is to unveil the conditions of Syrian and Iraqi 
refugees post-arrival in Belgium. More specifically, the objectives are (1) to reconstruct the 
residential trajectories of Syrian and Iraqi refugees who have arrived in Belgium between 2013 
and 2015, (2) to understand their patterns of social mobility and (3) to grasp the context that 
conditions these trajectories. The assumption is that these trajectories do not only hinge on the 
individual characteristics of refugees, but also on the interplay between national and local state 
policies, migrant networks and civil society support networks in different places of residence. 
These three components constitute local refugee regimes which the project aims to chart by 
interviewing a sample of refugees a couple of times in the run of the project. This will help us to 
understand the particularity of the Belgian context in the production of post-arrival geographies 
(residential trajectories and social mobility) of Syrian and Iraqi refugees. 
 


